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NEW CODIFICATION FOR METERING REFERENCES AS FROM 01/01/2018
From 01/01/2018 onwards, a new codification system will be introduced for the references relating to metering
data. The introduction of this new codification makes it possible to correctly identify metering information on
line level for every type of metering configuration within a metering station.
This change might have an impact on the processing of automatically downloaded data from our website /
Electronic data Platform.
The new codification is built as follows: XXXXX-NOY/A/Z, where:
XXXXX
NOY

A
Z

= Station reference (is equal to delivery point in case metering installation is located at
end-users premises)
= NODE (1, 2….) → a node can only have one delivery point behind it, but there may be
several nodes before a delivery point. The ‘delivery point’ is the point where the natural
gas is transferred to the end user.
= Node Configuration → e.g. sometimes multiple meters are installed in one metering
line (A, B…)
= Metering Line (1, 2…)

EXAMPLE WITH A SIMPLE SETUP

Old Codification

New Codification

20170/1

20170-NO1/A/1

20170/2

20170-NO1/A/2

For most cases, the new codificaction system only implies to add “-NO1/A” between the station and the line
identifier.
EXAMPLE WITH A CITY GATE OR A COMPLEX NODE SETUP
For more complex metering stations setup (multiple node, lines and delivery point), the new codificaction
system will allow to correctly identify each line. Please note that the new systems builds upon the station
identifier which might differ from the delivery point identifier is such cases.
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Old Codification

New Codification

48565/1

48580-NO1/A/1

48565/1

48580-NO1/B/1

48565/1

48580-N74/A/1
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Old Codification

New Codification

20173/1

20170-NO2/A/1

20173/1

20170-NO2/B/1

CONTACT
For any other information we refer to the Access Code for Transmission and the Transmission Program as
published on our website and to our Commercial team via:
Tel.: +32 2 282 77 77

E-mail: info.transport@fluxys.com
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